
ANSWERS From “SmartCommunities” RECEIVED 5 SEPT IN RESPONSE TO QUESTIONS POSED IN AUG 2018 (ENCL 3 Sept2018) 

Council questions highlighted  

Thanks for all the question, by the way we have more public meeting planned in Allington and Bridport later this month 

that will allow us to further engage with as many people locally as possible. 

 

1.       Will ALL of the “affordable “ dwellings be reserved for people with a defined local connection and be retained in a 

secure manner as “affordable” in perpetuity for local people? 

“Yes, the list will probably be controlled by the local council and be in line with the housing register. Clearly there is work 

to do here but be assured we shall liaise very closely with everyone locally, does your PC have any ideas on this one?” 

  

2.       Have you discussed the access road with the Highways agencies and if so what have they said? 

“Yes, we initiated a major survey of the proposed junction onto the Beaminster-Bridport Rd and the outcome allowed for 

more houses that the Village plan. There will be traffic lights plus a new green man crossing which should add safety for 

everyone who crosses this road, this has been approved by Dorset CC Highways” 

 

3.       Would not the proposed access road be detrimental to the key “underdeveloped hills” landscape characteristics of 

the area, resulting in unacceptable landscape impacts? 

“All our plans are for building on the lower slopes of the Hill, no housing is planned for the woodlands or top of the 

Northern end of the Hill. We are working closely with a local landscape expert to mitigate as many concerns as possible. 

The more I see the plans the more convinced I am that the imprint on the Hill will be minimal and with increased care of 

hedgerows, planting many more trees and designing the right sort of homes we shall add texture and interest to the area” 

 

4.       What measures will be in place to ensure that the proposed development does not become a gated community of 

second homes, a bolthole for Institutional investors perhaps? 

“The affordable rented homes will be just that for 40 years in compliance with our relationship with WDDC who have 

agreed to guarantee the project. Once the land and homes become the property of Symondsbury Estate there will be a 

contract in perpetuity maintaining the status quo. By the way we propose that the tenants will all have a minimum 7 years 

tenancy agreement giving far more stability to growing families etc. There are some shared ownership houses that will be 

just that and we haven’t finalised the exact nature of the contract, but it’s a fairly standard model used in many projects 

across the Country. 20 only will be for sale giving the Village it’s overall texture and community feel” 

 

5.       If a Financial Institution is to be granted a 40 year lease (at an undisclosed cost to them) they will be looking for both 

capital growth for their shareholders and a yield for their investors. 

There will be significant cost to building the homes, access road, the open spaces and other infrastructure together with 

on-going maintenance cost for such in addition to any yield the investor may be seeking. 

Will it not fall back on the tenants/leaseholders to cover these cost from the rents, service charges, ground rents etc. thus 

making the properties un-affordable? 

“The ethical financial funder will in effect own the Village for the 40 years whilst the loan is paid off. The loan covers all the 

building, roads, infra-structure etc. Affordable rents will cover yearly repayments of the loan plus a provision for managing 

and maintaining the houses and Village in general. WDDC have offered to guarantee the loan which will be at a fixed 

interest rate with provision for inflation built in” 

 

“Our model is a new way of tackling the key problems we have with housing shortage today. Together we hope that we 

can build a new community that works for all the people of Bridport and its surrounding areas. Please do keep the 

questions coming and wherever we can we will answer them to our very best knowledge. Help us to improve the model 

wherever we can, 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Smartcommunities.co.uk/Watton Hill 


